
Western Online Daylight 
Using Templates for Your Internal Course Pages

 
Introduction:  
 
Internal templates in D2L are designed to make it easier for you to create accessible, responsive visually 

appealing HTML content files (course pages).  The templates that we have provided use cascading style 
sheets (CSS) to format the content in HTML files. Specifically, in D2L Daylight these templates allow you 

to pull in and use the D2L system font Lato throughout your content pages, as well as clean up some of 
the previous coded pages. 
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Why Use an Internal Template? 
 
Below are some of the main advantages of using the internal templates.  

• Improve accessibility

• Improve responsiveness across devices

• Maintain a consistent visual look which includes pulling in system fonts

• Rely on CSS stylesheets for quick and easy font, color and heading changes

 
Step 1: Adding an Internal Template to your Course  

By default, the internal template folder is shared to every course within D2L.  In order to use them  
you must link to them within your course content settings.  Follow the instructions below. 

A. Click on Course Admin in the Navbar. 

B. Choose Content.   

C. From the Content window,  
click on the Settings link in  
the upper right corner of the  
window.  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1.C. 



Step 1: Adding an Internal Template to your Course, cont. 

D. In the Content Settings  
window, scroll to the Content  
Authoring section and  
check the box in front of  
Enable HTML Templates 
if it is not already checked. 

 
  * Note: By default the shared HTML  
     templates folder will automatically  
     be set as your template folder.   
     If you need customization  
     contact CITR for further assistance  
     and instruction. 
 

E. Click the Save button. 
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1.E. 



Step 1I: Creating a New File from a Template

A. From any Content window  
within your course,  
click the New button  
and choose, Create a File 
from the drop-down menu.  
 
 

B.  When the Create a File window appears, enter a file name/title in the field provided.

C. Click on the Select a Document Template drop-down menu and choose the 
type of template you would like to use. (e.g. Blank).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

D. Once the template is selected you will see a title bar and potentially other information (depending 

on which template you selected in the editing window).  

E.  Select the existing text and  
    replace it with your own.  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Step 1I: Creating a New File from a Template, cont. 
Formatting Text within your Document/Page: 

Each template contains predefined styles. Select the one you want from the style selector in the HTML 

Editor.  Note: H1 is reserved for the page title or header, H2 would be used for a paragraph heading, 

H3/H4 etc. are used for paragraph subheadings, Paragraph is reserved for regular body text. 

F. Type in text for the title  
of your first paragraph.   
Select that text.

G. From the style  
selector drop-down 
menu, choose H2-  
Heading 2.    
 
You will notice that  
immediately your selected 
font will take on the H2  
(Heading 2) style.  

H. When you have finished adding your text and formatting it, click the Publish or Save Draft 
button in the lower left corner of the screen. 

Repeat steps II.F and II.G adding an H3 (Heading 3) style and some body text, which you will select 

and change to  Paragraph text in the style selector to get some formatting practice. 

     See the image below for examples of what each style looks like. 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II.G 
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Heading 1

Heading 2

Paragraph

Heading 3



Step III:  Setting Style Attributes for Headings with Icons
Within the custom templates, there are some header styles that use different icons for identification.  
Previously,  online courses used images to signify different areas within documents. These new attributes 

provide an accessible and responsive solution to adding some visual cues to your pages.  Below you will 
see a chart of the available headings. 

To add an icon attribute to a heading follow these instructions.  Note:  You must have a heading (H2, H3, 

etc.) defined (follow steps II F-H) before you can add a heading style attribute. 

A. Select the heading that you  
want to add an attribute to.

B. Click on the drop-down 
menu next to the insert  
link button on the  
HTML editor toolbar.  
Choose Insert  
Attributes. 
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III.A. 

III.B. 



Step III:  Setting Style Attributes for Headings with Icons, cont. 

C. The Attributes window will appear.  Type the name  
of the icon you want to appear in front of the heading 
text in the Class field. 

D. Click the Create button  
at the bottom of the pop-out 
window. 

E. You will immediately see  
that your style attribute  
“icon” has been added to  
the front of your  
heading.  
 
In my example, I added  
the information class,  
which put the information  
icon in front of my  
paragraph heading (H2).  
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Step IV:  Copying and Pasting Content from an Existing File
When the Daylight environment is turned on it is possible that your HTML pages will retain the previous 
fonts and formatting choices.  The HTML templates provided, are designed to pull a font that matches 

the Daylight system font, Lato. To change existing pages, the process will require you to copy the current 
text and paste it into one of the new templates.  To start we recommend opening your course in two 

browser tabs so you can easily switch back and forth between the old document and the new document.  

Go ahead and complete steps IIA. - IIE. to set up the new file before proceeding to the next set of steps.  

A. Select the text that you want to copy from your original file and copy it by pressing  
CMMD/CTRL + C on your keyboard, or choosing Edit>Copy in your browser menu. 

B. Click on the open browser tab that contains your Template file. From the browser menu in 

Chrome (Mac) choose Edit>Paste and Match Style, or right-click with your mouse, in 
the window where you want to paste the text, and choose Paste and Match Style. On a 

Windows computer, choose Edit>Paste as plain text or right-click with your mouse, 

in the window where you want to paste the text, and choose Paste as plain text. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: It is important that you do not just choose the regular paste option. If you do, it will result in 

the previous formatting being copied into the new template which will cause the document to retain 
the old font, which will defeat the purpose of using the template to change the font.   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Step IV:  Copying and Pasting Content from an Existing File, cont.

C. Your new page, which was designed from the template should look like our example below.  You will 

now need to format your document using the Heading styles you learned about previously in this 
tutorial.  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